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On opposite sides of Naples: an intriguing 
contemporaneous onset of deep deflaHon 
below Vesuvio and the ongoing Campi Flegrei 
uplic. 

A. Amoruso1, L. CrescenHni1  

1 Department of Physics, University of Salerno, Fisciano, Italy 

Campi Flegrei and Vesuvio volcanoes are located on opposite sides of Naples and it is of great 
interest to get clues of possible mutual interacBons or coincidences in their recent deformaBon 
dynamics. 

As for Campi Flegrei, aGer the large upliG occurred at the beginning of the 80s and the general 
subsidence from 1985 to 2001, since the early 2000s it is upliGing mostly at an acceleraBng rate 
and its dynamics is probably driven by deep magma inflaBon (Amoruso and CrescenBni, 2022).  

As for Vesuvio, we analysed the ground displacement Bme series in the whole Vesuvian area and 
its surroundings around the early 2000s, using 1993–2010 ERS/ENVISAT ascending- and 
descending-orbit line-of-sight displacements. Our computaBons show a sudden trend change 
around 2001: pre-2001 velocity maps indicate subsidence mainly occurring inside the caldera rim 
and in a few spots around 10 km from the summital crater, thus confirming previously published 
results by others; post-2002 velocity maps provide evidence of general subsidence in the whole 
Vesuvian area. This last arrangement of the ground displacement field is made even clearer by 
subtracBng the post-2002 velocity from the pre-2001 one and is consistent with the deflaBon of a 
deep pressurised source and the decrease of Vesuvio’s deep seismicity at the beginning of 2002. 
(Amoruso and CrescenBni, 2023)  

The reveal of the coincidence between the transiBon from deflaBon to inflaBon at Campi Flegrei 
and the onset of deflaBon below Vesuvio may suggest the possible transfer of magma and/or 
magmaBc fluids and the influence of the dynamics of one plumbing system on the other. 

Reference 
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Monitoring the Tonga volcano starHng  from the 
unrest of 2014/2015 to the 2021/2022 
explosion with SenHnels 

C. Braitenberg 

  

Department of Mathematics, Informatics and Geosciences (MIGe), University of Trieste, 
Trieste, Italy, 

  
  
This study explores the dynamic evoluBon of the Tonga volcano, Tonga, throughout its 
volcanic cycle, with a parBcular focus on the formaBon and subsequent disappearance 
of a new island between Hunga Tonga (HT) and Hunga Ha’Apai (HH) between 2014 and 
2023. The island first increased its surface extension in 2015 and vanished in January 
2022,  by a significant erupBon, characterized by a 50 km high ash plume and Tsunami. 
Leveraging remote sensing techniques, specifically mulBspectral imaging from the 
satellite missions SenBnel 2 and SAR imaging from SenBnel 1, the research employs a 
supervised Random Forest classificaBon algorithm to track the changing subaerial 
surface area of the volcano. This approach enables the documentaBon of size variaBons 
in the islands, especially during weeks surrounding volcanic unrests. The classifier, 
trained on nearly cloud-free mulBspectral images, automaBcally defines surface area 
changes over the years. The temporal resoluBon of area change is constrained by 
images with less than 5% cloudiness, resulBng in 113 SenBnel 2 images between 2016 
and 2023, selected from 506 available images. The SenBnel 1 SyntheBc Aperture Radar 
(SAR) images penetrate clouds, and are therefore complementary to the mulBspectral 
observaBons, with the drawback of observing the reflecBvity only on up to two bands. 
Nonetheless the classifier is successful in disBnguishing land from ocean, albeit with 
greater noise. The SenBnel 1 observaBons start in 2014, extending the Bme series to 
cover the volcano unrest of 2014/2015, totalling 213 images.  The processing is fulfilled 
in the Earth Engine cloud compuBng data facility. Analysis reveals a slight decrease in 
area change aGer emplacement of a new island in 2015 and idenBfies the 
disappearance of the island bridge connecBng HT and HH, along with two smaller 
islands south of HTHH in 2022. The 2022 unrest is preceded by an increase in island 
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area weeks before the volcano explosion. The global satellite coverage of the method 
suggests its potenBal applicability to automaBcally detect changes in oceanic areas, 
disBnguishing between water and new volcanic island, thereby providing a means to 
anBcipate upcoming volcanic unrests and document their evoluBon.  

Corresponding author:    berg@units.it 
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Update of the Northern Apennines and 
Southern Alps velocity field from historical 
GNSS measurement to the “0 point”. 
F. Carnemolla1, F. BrighenH2, G. De Guidi1, A. Di Pietro2, P. Fabris3, S. Giuffrida1, A. 
Magrin3, G. Rossi3, D. Russo2, L. Tunini3, D. Zuliani3.  

1 Università degli Studi di Catania, Catania, Italy 
2 Università degli Studi di Ferrara, Ferrara, Italy 
3 IsAtuto Nazionale di Oceanografia e di Geofisica Sperimentale-OGS, Trieste, Italy 

In the framework of the PRIN 2020 - NASA4SHA Project (Fault segmentaBon and seismotectonics 
of acBve thrust systems: the Northern Apennines and Southern Alps laboratories for new Seismic 
Hazard Assessments in northern Italy), we have reoccupied 29 points belong to the IGM95 
Network focusing on local transects orthogonal to the main compressive structures belong to the 
Northern Apennines and Southern Alps thrust belts (Fig. 1).  

 

Fig. 1 – IGM95 points reoccupied during the 2023 campaigns 
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We selected these points, where possible, according to the following criteria: 

1. Stability of the monuments; 
2. Benchmarks build during the establishment of the IGM95 networks (1993-1995);  
3. Number of occupaBons on the past; 

Unfortunately, these criteria are not always respected in parBcular the second and third criteria, 
for example eight points (SPNT, PTDE, POZZ, MOLI, IS13, GEMO, CONS and CAMP) were built 
during the phase of densificaBons of the network (2000-2001) and four points have only one 
occupaBon (VOLM, PTDE, POZZ and MOLI).  Moreover we have examined the duraBon of the 
measurement session for the old campaign, in parBcular, the first campaigns (1993) were 
characterised by an average of 4.5 hours measurement sessions, which decrease to 2 hours in the 
early 2000’s (1996,2000,2006 and 2010). 

In addiBon we have chosen same points close to same conBnues GPS staBons, in order to compare 
our results to those obtain from the permanent staBons.  

Obviously, the IGM95 network was created for cartographic and topographic applicaBons, for this 
reason most of the IGM95 beckmarks do not follow restricBve geodeBc requirements for 
geophysical applicaBons (duraBon, stability, use of tripod, Anzidei et al. 2008), but, in our opinion, 
these aspects are probably compensated by their long term velocity (30 years on 2023). However, 
these IGM95 points were selected in order to improve the strain rate, in term of resoluBons, of 
selected structures on the Northern Apennines and Southern Alps thrust belt, and to establish a “0 
points” for the future in order to improve our knowledge about these thrust belt. 

The data were processed by Gamit-Globk soGware using double-difference phase observaBon with 
ambiguity resoluBons, precise orbits and adopBng the absolute phase center model for receiver 
and satellite antenna. The preliminary velocity field (Fig.2) is expressed in the IRTF14 reference 
frame with respect to the Eurasian plate (Altamini et al., 2017).  

From a preliminary evaluaBon, the velocity field obtained by IGM95 sites is agree with the 
compressive dynamics and with that obtained by the permanent staBons belong to the RING (Rete 
Integrata Nazionale GNSS) and FReDNet (Friuli Regional DeformaBon Network) networks, managed 
by INGV (IsBtuto Nazionale di Geofisica e Vulcanologia) and OGS (IsBtuto Nazionale di 
Oceanografia e di Geofisica Sperimentale) respecBvely in the framework of the PRIN2020 - 
NASA4SHA Project.  
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Fig. 2 – Velocity field obtained by IGM95 points. 
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Diffusivity analysis of clustered seismicity in 
Central-Southern Apennines 

G.M. Cipressi1, A. Vuan4,5, M.A. Romano4, G. Lavecchia2,3, R. de Nardis2,3 

1 Department of Engineering and Geology, University “G. d’ Annunzio” of ChieA-Pescara, Italy 
2 DiSPuTer - University of ChieA-Pescara 'G. d'Annunzio', Italy     
3 CRUST- Interuniversity Center for 3D Seismotectonics with Territorial ApplicaAons, Italy     
4 NaAonal InsAtute of Oceanography and Applied Geophysics (OGS), Italy     
5 NaAonal InsAtute of Geophysics and Volcanology (INGV), Italy 

Seismic swarms are defined as a set of clustered earthquakes with high spaBo-temporal variability 
and with the absence of a main shock. They can originate in different tectonic contexts related to 
the migraBon of deep fluids that can alter the stress field (Roland et al., 2009). In parBcular, the 
diffusivity parameter, defined by Shapiro et al. (1997) and linked to the migraBon of the 
hypocenters over Bme, allows us to associate the swarms' temporal duraBon with the rocks' 
permeability characterisBcs. Swarms characterized by long duraBons (years) and low diffusivity 
values (10-3-10-2 m2/sec) are associated with low permeability fault systems. On the contrary, 
shorter duraBons (days) and high diffusivity values (0.5-1 m2/sec or greater) indicate the presence 
of highly permeable systems in which seismicity is induced by the rise of fluids at high pressures 
(Amezawa et al., 2021). We focus on the clustered seismicity in the central-southern Apennines, 
which extends from the south of L'Aquila to Benevento, to analyze the spaBo-temporal 
characterisBcs of the swarms and the relaBonship between their temporal duraBon and diffusivity. 

Compared to the rest of the chain, this sector is characterized by (1) low seismicity rates, which do 
not allow us to follow the evoluBon of seismicity and the mechanisms underlying it, and (2) a high 
seismic risk, as demonstrated by the strongest and most destrucBve sequences recorded within 
the historical catalogs which magnitude M ~ 7.  

We analyzed the seismicity reported in the catalog of absolute locaBons CLASS (Latorre et al., 
2022), which describes Italian seismic acBvity over the past 37 years (1981-2018). AddiBonally, we 
augmented the catalog within a 7-year Bme window (2012-2018) using a template matching 
technique (Vuan et al., 2018). This choice was made based on the opBmal distribuBon and 
operaBon of the seismic network. The iniBal catalog is improved, lowering the completeness 
magnitude by more than one degree (+ 20,000 events with -1.5<M<5.0). This approach allowed 
the analysis and comparison of clustered seismicity in two catalogs with different Bme extensions 
and resoluBons. 

Clustered seismicity is defined relaBve to the background using a nearest-neighbor technique 
(Zaliapin & Ben-Zion, 2020). Due to the great spaBo-temporal variability of the seismic 
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phenomenon, no univocal methods in the literature can establish the spaBal dimension and 
duraBon of the single cluster. The low seismicity rates of this area require a very detailed analysis 
on a small space-Bme scale and different methodological approaches. For the spaBal definiBon, we 
used the Kernel Density calculaBon to determine an event's density probability in each radius. The 
Bme duraBon is defined using the approach described by Roland et al. 2009 based on the 
evaluaBon of the percentage of seismicity rate.  

We idenBfied 53 polyphasic seismic clusters in the complete catalog (37-year Bme window), and 
30 in the improved catalog (7-year Bme window). The clusters were subsequently divided into 
swarms and sequences. The diffusivity was calculated for each cluster using the Shapiro et al. 
(1997) relaBonship.  

Most of the seismicity is expressed as swarm-type and characterized by high diffusivity values (≥ 
1m2/sec) with short temporal duraBons (days-months). This result confirms that the clustered 
seismicity is linked to highly permeable fault zones and the natural injecBon of fluids under 
pressure. The swarms present in this sector of the Apennine chain can, therefore, be linked to the 
deep migraBon of CO2-rich fluids (Chiodini et al., 2004), which exploit pre-exisBng fault zones as a 
preferenBal path. 
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HOW ELASTIC IS ELASTIC DEFORMATION (IN 
GREENLAND)? 

A. Consorzi, D. Melini, G. Spada 

Glacial IsostaBc Adjustment (GIA) is the Bme-dependent response of the Earth to spaBo-temporal 
variaBons of surface loads. Since the seminal work of Wu and PelBer (1982), the GIA community 
has customarily adopted rheological models including a fluid core, a viscoelasBc mantle and an 
elasBc lithosphere. As a mazer of fact, the focus of GIA modelling has always been the mantle 
viscoelasBc rheology, that is the main driver of the deformaBon on the millennial Bmescale. This is 
moBvated by the large size of the Late-Pleistocene ice sheets, which induce deformaBons that are 
mainly sensiBve to the Earth’s bulk properBes. Presently, the highest rates of GIA deformaBon are 
measured in locaBons like Greenland, North America and AntarcBca (Kremeer et al. 2018, Khan et 
al. 2016), where glaciers or ice sheets are sBll present. These ice masses are experiencing, in 
addiBon to the regular cycle of seasonal accumulaBon and ablaBon, a net loss caused by climate 
change (Osatoka et al. 2022). For this reason, GNSS staBons located in the proximity of these 
glaciers are sensiBve not only to the GIA-induced displacement but also to the elasBc response of 
the lithosphere. RelaBvely small ice loads are expected to drive deformaBons that sense the fine 
structure of the Earth’s outermost layers.  

Even though it is undeniable that the lithosphere presents an elasBc behaviour with respect 
to the underlying mantle, it is also true that elasAcity is an ideal concept. In fact, rheology is a 
mazer of Bme scales and, if we focus on those of GIA, the assumpBon of a purely elasBc 
lithosphere is certainly unquesBonable. Nevertheless, since we now dispose of high-quality 
geodeBc records through the GNET (Bevis et al. 2009), it should be possible to idenBfy lags 
between the load Bme evoluBon and the surface response. This becomes even more important 
when we perform local studies: especially nearby glaciers, the contribuBon of local processes such 
as underground water drainage, porosity or permafrost variaBons become more important and 
contribute to the inelasBcity of the first lithospheric layers (Durkin et al. 2019, Mordret et al. 
2016). Few other works in the literature have invesBgated this problem concerning possible phase 
lag due to periodic loading (Tang et al. 2020, Liu et al. 2017). Notably, Bevis et al. (2012) show a 
very good correlaBon between the global periodic loading (air mass + ice mass) and the global 
displacement, but it cannot be excluded that a more local-scale study might instead show delays in 
the Earth’s response, especially in areas in which the lithosphere is weaker. 

  

In this work we will compare the response to sinusoidal forcings of several Earth models 
with different lithospheric parameters, varying the thickness, rigidity, rheology and load size. We 
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will also consider two parallel families of models, one with a Maxwell mantle, and a second one 
with an Andrade (1910) mantle. Our goal is showing the role of every parameter in the 

determinaBon of the response funcBon or, in other words, the displacement. In parBcular, we will 
try to establish which combinaBon of forcing period and load extent leads to the largest phase lag 
between the load history and the consequent response. As a preliminary experiment we 
performed a series of tests using the Earth Model from Barleza (2006). This model presents a thin 
elasBc lithosphere of 18.5 km and 5 viscoelasBc layers of different viscosiBes (see Tab. 1). Firstly, 
with the ALMA code (Melini et al. 2022), we analysed the complex Love Numbers h and l 

associated with this model. ParBcularly, we were interested in the phase lag, namely  

 . 

This quanBty is of great interest since, through the relaBon , where Q is 
the quality factor and  the Bdal angular frequency (Tobie et al. 2019) , it allows us to evaluate the 
Bme delay between the load signal and the Earth’s response. Results are shown in Fig. 1, where 
the plots display a quite complicated behaviour: the verBcal Love number h presents, up to degree 
n = 100, a double-peak behaviour, while for higher degrees one peak only is observed. However, it 
is apparent that the more substanBal phase lags occur for periods within 100 kyr < T < 102 kyr. By 
looking at the horizontal Love Number instead, we can clearly disBnguish that, especially for 
degrees n > 10 and for shorter periods ( 10-1 kyr), large phase lags are sBll visible. 

Next, using the Taboo code (Spada et al. 2004) we computed the response of the model to a single 
disc load of semi amplitude  = 1.5° with a sinusoidal Bme history in which the ice height 
fluctuated between a maximum value of 10 m and a minimum of 0 m. We tested the sensibility of 
this model to different forcing periods, and we pushed our analysis up to the harmonic degree 128.  
As we can see from Fig. 2, the findings of our previous analysis are confirmed: for periods of the 
order of 100 kyr the Bme lag between the load and the surface response is clearly visible, while for 
shorter forcing periods only horizontal displacements seem to preserve a disBnguishable Bme lag. 

  

tan(ϕ)  =   −  Im[Ln(ω)]/Re[Ln(ω)]

Δt  =  arcsin(Q−1)/ω
ω

∼

α
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Fig. 1: Phase lag of Love numbers h (first row) and l (second row) for different harmonic degrees. 

Tab. 1: Earth model from Barleza 2006. 

Depth (km) Density  (kg/m3) Rigidity (1010 Pa) Viscosity (Pa ᐧ s)

6371 2650.0 2.97 1.00 ᐧ 1035

6352.5 2750.0 5.58 2.15 ᐧ 1019

6341.0 2900.0 6.81 5.00 ᐧ 1021

6331 3439.0 7.27 4.64 ᐧ 1020

5951 3882.3 10.9 4.64 ᐧ 1020

5701 4890.6 22.1 1.00 ᐧ 1021

3480 10932.0 0.00 0.00 
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Fig. 2: VerBcal (first row) and horizontal (second row) component of the displacement produced by a sinusoidal Bme 
history. The input load has been rescaled and inverted to ease the comparison between the two signals. 
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InvesHgaHng the Tonga-Kermadec subducHon 
zone from the study of the preparaHon phase of 
the June 15 2019 M7.2 Kermadec Islands (New 
Zealand) earthquake and the January 15 2022 
Hunga Tonga-Hunga Ha’apai erupHon 

Serena D’Arcangelo, Mauro Regi, Angelo De SanHs, Loredana Perrone, Gianfranco 
Cianchini, Maurizio Soldani, Alessandro Piscini, CrisHano Fidani, Dario Sabbagh, 
Stefania Lepidi, Domenico Di Mauro 

The Tonga-Kermadec zone is one of the most acBve areas for the subducBon conBnuous processes 
characterizing the area. In the recent few years, it was affected by two important geophysical 
events: first a strong earthquake of M7.2 on June 15 2019 with the epicentre in Kermadec Islands 
(New Zealand) and then an excepBonal erupBon of Hunga Tonga-Hunga Ha’apai volcano on 
January 15 2022. In order to bezer understand the geodynamics on the subducBon area, we 
conducted a mulB-parametric and mulB-layer study on the phenomena occurred before both 
events basing on the lithosphere-atmosphere-ionosphere coupling (LAIC) models. We started with 
a seismic analysis of the earthquake sequence previous the June 15 2019 mainshock and of those 
anBcipated the unique erupBon, focusing on the circular area major affected to the preparaBon 
phase, i.e., the one defined by the Dobrovolsky strain radius. AGer that, we focused our azenBon 
on the atmospheric parameters generally influenced by seismic and volcanic events (skin 
temperature, outgoing longwave radiaBon, aerosol opBcal depth, and so on) applying the CAPRI 
algorithm to the ECMWF datasets to detect anomalies in their values. At the end, using the 
satellite data we studied the magneBc field and electron burst precipitaBons, looking for 
precursors of both events considered. All these observaBons together with their similariBes and 
differences provide a bezer insight of the complex tectonic context. In conclusion, we reported 
evidence of the thermodynamic interacBon between a sBff lithosphere and a more malleable 
asthenosphere inside the Kermadec-Tonga region. The presence of two disBnct types of coupling 
among the geolayers was also proposed to explain the observed results.  
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Abstract 

Since the last decade of the twenBeth century, technological advancements and the availability of 
open-source satellite data have significantly increased geospaBal analyses. Several soGware 
programs have been developed to process satellite INSAR data, including SNAP by ESA (European 
Space Agency), GAMMA (Wegmüller U. & Werner C.L., 1997), Sarscape, ROI_PAC/ISCE by NASA. In 
parallel, various algorithms have been proposed to compare, validate and integrate the satellite 
data with ground-based geodeBc data. In parBcular, the SISTEM algorithm proposed by 
(Guglielmino et al., 2011) and based on elasBcity theory, simultaneously integrates GNSS and 
INSAR data to provide 3D displacements maps of the study area. In order to (a) simplify the SISTEM 
pre-process work, (b) quickly analyse the outputs and (c) enhance the usability and ongoing 
development of SISTEM, we have developed SAR-TOOL, an open-source soGware in the Python 
language. Furthermore, we have developed an intuiBve and lightweight GUI (Graphical User 
Interface), opBmised to automaBcally adapt to different screen resoluBons, ensuring an opBmal 
user experience on any desktop, with ease of use designed especially for those without knowledge 
of computer programming. The GUI is structured with various frames to facilitate different 
operaBons on geospaBal data, making the user interface organised and easy to navigate (Fig. 1). 

From the SAR-TOOL GUI is possible: 

• Visualise and convert the user's raster/vector data into various geospaBal formats; 
• Easily project data into various geographical reference systems; 
• Crop and change the resoluBon of raster data; 
• Homogenise input data through the development of a data intersecBon algorithm, 

which can then be supplied to the SISTEM algorithm; 
• Generate syntheBc data (DEM, syntheBc Mogi source model (Mogi K., 1958) and 

syntheBc GPS points) to associate with the modelled surface, in order to study the 
effects of inflaBon/deflaBon cycles as the parameters and posiBon of the spherical 
source change (Fig. 2); 
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• Use the SISTEM algorithm effecBvely and interacBvely to obtain three-dimensional 
ground deformaBon maps, using one or more datasets of interferometric data as input. 

SAR-TOOL uBlises the open-source GDAL (GeospaBal Data AbstracBon Library) for the analysis of 
raster and vector data. 

 

Fig. 1 - Main working screen of the open-source SAR-TOOL soGware. In parBcular, the figure shows a work session 
related to the interacBve selecBon and addiBon of input data required by the SISTEM algorithm, featuring a terminal 
on the right showing both the parameters entered and those calculated by the algorithm. 
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Fig. 2 - Examples of products obtained through SAR-TOOL. (a) Modelling of a syntheBc DEM and a spherical Mogi 
source located at a depth of 2000 metres above sea level; (b) VisualisaBon of a phase interferogram relaBve to a 
ground deformaBon period at Etna volcano (Italy); (c) Output of the displacements generated by a spherical Mogi 
source and calculated by the SISTEM algorithm through interacBon with 60 syntheBc GPS points arranged in a random 
geometry within the grid. 
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On constraining 3D mantle flow paOerns in 
subducHon, mid-ocean-ridge, and plume 
environments with teleseismic body wave data 

M. Faccenda1 , B. P. VanderBeek1  

1 DiparAmento di Geoscienze, Università di Padova, Padova, Italy 

ConvenBonal seismic tomography studies consider the Earth’s interior as mechanically isotropic, 
despite seismic anisotropy being widely observed. This current standard approach to seismic 
imaging is likely to lead to significant artefacts in tomographic images with first-order effects on 
interpretaBons and hinders the quanBtaBve integraBon of seismology with geodynamic flow 
models. In this contribuBon we use geodynamic and seismological modeling to predict the elasBc 
properBes and syntheBc teleseismic P- and S-wave travel-Bme datasets for three different tectonic 
se�ngs: a plume rising in an intraplate se�ng, a divergent margin, and a subducBon zone (Figs. 1, 
2). Subsequently, we perform seismic anisotropy tomography tesBng a recently developed 
methodology that allows for the inversion of an arbitrarily oriented weakly anisotropic hexagonally 
symmetric medium using mulBple body-wave datasets. The tomography experiments indicate that 
anisotropic inversions of separate and joint P- and S-wave travel-Bmes are capable of recovering 
the first order isotropic velocity anomalies and anisotropic pazerns. In parBcular, joint P- and S-
wave anisotropic inversions show that by leveraging both phases it is possible to greatly miBgate 
issues related to imperfect data coverage common in seismology and reduce parameter trade-offs. 
In contrast, by neglecBng seismic anisotropy, isotropic tomographic models provide no informaBon 
on the mantle fabrics and in all cases are contaminated by strong velocity arBfacts. In the 
inversions the magnitude of anisotropy (as well as that of seismic anomalies) is always 
underesBmated owing to regularizaBon procedures and smearing effects. It follows that the true 
seismic anisotropy of mantle rocks is likely higher than esBmated from anisotropic tomographies, 
and more consistent with predicBons from laboratory and numerical micro-mechanical 
experiments. Altogether, these results suggest that anisotropic body-wave tomography could 
provide unprecedented informaBon about the Earth’s deep geological structure, and that the lazer 
could be bezer recovered by complemenBng teleseismic body-wave travel-Bmes with other 
geophysical datasets (Faccenda and VanderBeek, 2023).  
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Fig. 1 – Temperature and velocity (arrows) fields for the three modeled tectonic se�ngs as predicted by macro-scale 
geodynamic modeling. (A, B) Rising plume model iniBal setup and aGer 30 Myr. Only half of the computaBonal domain 

(  = 80° - 90°) is shown. The thermal anomaly is delimited by a 2D gaussian surface containing material at 2143 K, 

resulBng in a 200-250 K temperature anomaly over the mantle transiBon zone. The 2D gaussian surface is centered at 

( ) = (90°, 90°), and has a radial extent of 1°, a horizontal standard deviaBon of 0.4° and a maximum amplitude of 

100 km.  (C) Oceanic spreading ridge model aGer 1 Myr. The arrows length at the surface is proporBonal to the 
imposed 2 cm/yr divergence rate. (D, E) Oceanic plate subducBon model iniBal setup and aGer 19 Myr. The opaque 
surfaces enclose material with viscosity ≥ 1021 Pa s and are colored according to temperature. In (E) the white (dark 
grey) arrows indicate the poloidal (toroidal) component of the velocity field. The arrows length in (B) and (E) is 

downscaled by 10 and 4 Bmes with respect to that in (C).  

ϕ

ϕ, θ
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Fig. 2 - True P-wave (top two panels) and S-wave isotropic anomalies and fast symmetry axis orientaBons for the three 
modeled tectonic se�ngs as predicted by micro-scale geodynamics modeling. Horizontal and E-W verBcal cross 
secBons (along the equatorial plane of the geodynamic model spherical domain) are shown. Velocity anomalies 

 are computed (i) using the average of the three principal velociBes, that for an hexagonally symmetric 
medium with a fast symmetry axis are , and (ii) with respect to reference radial velocity profiles 

taken at the corner of the computaBonal domain with minimum the X-Z axes coordinates, which is representaBve of 
the far-field, unperturbed mantle. The P-wave low velocity and S-wave high velocity anomalies at 150 km in the ridge 
model, and the P-wave high velocity and S-wave low velocity anomalies in the subducBon model mantle wedge, are 
caused by deviaBons from the hexagonally symmetry model. The length of the ellipses major axis is proporBonal to: 

. The orientaBon of the fast symmetry axis is parallel to the major axis of the 

ellipses, while the length of minor axis is proporBonal to the dip relaBve to the cross secBon. 

∆ lnVP,S

Vfast,  Vslow,  Vslow

2 f (%) =
(Vfast − Vslow)
(Vfast + Vslow)

* 200%
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discon$nui$es in geodynamic numerical models 
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DisconBnuiBes affect the Earth’s dynamics, yet the Earth is oGen represented in geodynamical 
models as a conBnuous material. The challenge of represenBng disconBnuiBes in numerical 
models has been addressed in several ways in literature. The split node method, originally 
introduced by Jungels (1973) and Jungels and Frazier (1973) for elasBc rheology and then modified 
by Melosh and Raefsky (1981) to simplify its implementaBon, allows the introducBon of 
disconBnuity into a finite element model by imposing an a-priori slip at a designated node, where 
the displacement depends on the element which the node is referred to. Originally, this method 
requires that the disconBnuity’s geometry and slip are pre-established. 

More recently, Maroza et al. (2020) modify this approach by introducing a coupling factor that 
indicates the percentage difference between the velociBes of the element to which the slip node 
belongs, while the velocity consistently derives from the dynamic evoluBon of the system. 
However, this method sBll requires the pre-establishment of the disconBnuity’s geometry. 

We here present a new technique that enables the dynamic idenBficaBon of the disconBnuity’s 
during the thermomechanical evoluBon of the system, based on physical parameters and without 
predefining the slip or the geometry. 

We have implemented a new algorithm that idenBfies one or more disconBnuiBes in a finite-
element scheme operaBng through two phases: nucleaBon and propagaBon. NucleaBon involves 
selecBng a yield physical property and idenBfying the potenBal slip nodes, i.e., nodes on which the 
chosen physical property exceeds a yield value. The nucleus is then idenBfied as the potenBal slip 
node where the chosen property most exceeds the yield. PropagaBon can be performed by 
choosing between three approaches of propagaBon: single simple fault, mulBple simple fault and 
single double fault; and three schemes for the idenBficaBon of neighboring nodes: grid-bounded, 
pseudo-free and free. The resulBng disconBnuity is the line connecBng the nucleus and the 
propagaBon nodes.  Once the disconBnuity has been idenBfied, a coupling factor is introduced and 
the algorithm conBnues to operate following the Maroza et al., (2020)’s scheme. 

The results of several benchmark tests, performed through both simple and complex finite-
elements models, confirm the success of the algorithm in recognizing yield condiBons and 
introducing a disconBnuity into a finite-element model and demonstrate the correctness of the 
propagaBon’s geometry.  
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The acBvity presented in this note is part of the PRIN 2020 NASA4SHA Project (Fault segmentaBon 
and seismotectonics of acBve thrust systems: the Northern Apennines and Southrn Alps 
laboratorie for new Seismic Hazard Assessments in northern Italy). The project's objecBve is to 
define, through a mulBdisciplinary approach including geological, geophysical, seismological, 
paleoseismological, and geodeBc methods at various scales (regional and local), the geometry and 
kinemaBcs of the main compressive systems in the central – estern Southern Alps and Northern 
Apennines (Fig. 1). 

GeodeBc methods make it possible to reconstruct the ongoing deformaBon rate of the Earth's 
surface at regional and local scales (with high-density networks). This informaBon, combined with 
the 3D model of tectonic structures present in the invesBgated region, can indicate areas/volumes 
where the tectonic acBvity and the deformaBon are either more or less intense, enabling a focus 
on fault zones where the stress is increasingly accumulated. 

We analyzed data from conBnuous GNSS (Global NavigaBon Satellite Systems) staBons covering 
the enBre study area, belonging to the RING (Rete Integrata Nazionale GNSS) and FReDNet (Friuli 
Regional DeformaBon Network) networks, managed by INGV (IsBtuto Nazionale di Geofisica e 
Vulcanologia) and OGS (IsBtuto Nazionale di Oceanografia e di Geofisica Sperimentale - OGS) 
respecBvely, together with data from other permanent networks, managed by various insBtuBons. 
In addiBon, we have resurveyed some verBces of the IGM95 geodeBc network, focusing on local 
transects orthogonal to the main compressive structures, and we have analyzed the new 
disconBnuous GNSS observaBons together with the previous ones performed in the past by IGM 
(IsBtuto Geografico Militare) on the same verBces. 

Here, we present the regional velocity field (Fig. 2) of the GNSS permanent staBons (disconBnuous 
sites will be included in a second release), obtained as a result of the combinaBon of two velocity 
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fields calculated by INGV and OGS, with different analysis soGwares, Bernese and Gamit Globk 

 

Fig. 1 – Map of the study area of the PRIN 2020 NASA4SHA Project. 

 

Fig. 2 – Map of the horizontal GNSS velociBes in the Eurasian-fixed reference frame, from the combined soluBon. Error 
ellipses at 95%. The inverted green triangles are the locaBons of the resurveyed verBces of the IGM95 network. 

respecBvely. The velocity field is expressed in the ITRF2014 reference frame, with respect to the 
Eurasian plate (Altamimi et al., 2017). The combinaBon procedure described in DevoB et al., 2017, 
is based on a linear least-squares approach, where we consider each velocity field as a sample of 
the true velocity field and the combined velocity as the best esBmate of the true velocity field. The 
combined soluBon allows a validaBon of the velocity field by assessing the velocity repeatability of 
velociBes at the common sites and minimize the probability of including biased velociBes. 
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The combined long-term horizontal velocity field is then used for obtaining the strain-rate field 
across the acBve deformaBon zones, by applying the classic approach based on GNSS velocity 
vectors converted in the strain-rate field (e.g., Beavan and Haines, 2001; Shen-Tu, 1998). 
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One-dimensional lithospheric strength is usually represented by a diagram of shear-stress versus 
depth (Brace, 1980), known as the Brace-Goetze strength profile, or Yield Strength Envelope (YSE). 
The shape of this diagram, informally dubbed the ‘Christmas tree’, strongly depends on the 
composiBon of the consBtuent rocks. This consBtuBve property is usually extrapolated from 
cenBmeter-sized laboratory samples (e.g. Hirth and Kohlstedf, 2003; Zhang and Karato, 1995), from 
structural studies of naturally deformed rocks (e.g. Twiss, 1977; Tullis, 2002; Evans, 2005), or from 
a larger-scale perspecBve (e.g. Thatcher, 1983; Bird and Kong, 1994; Handy and Brun, 2004; 
Thatcher, 2009). However, the strength of the Earth's lithosphere has been debated since the 
beginning of the last century (Tesauro et al., 2009), when the concept of a strong lithosphere 
overlying a viscous asthenosphere was first introduced (Barrell, 1914). This concept played a major 
role in the development of plate tectonics (Le Pichon et al., 2013), and how the strength of the 
plates varies spaBally and temporally is a fundamental quesBon in geology and geodynamics 
(Jackson, 2002; Burov and Wazs, 2006).  

Yield Strength Envelopes have been calculated over the last few decades for a number of locaBons 
in Europe (e.g. CloeBngh and Burov, 1996; CloeBngh et al., 2005), America (Liu and Zoback, 1997) 
and Asia (Zang et al., 2007), but are not available on a regional scale for AntarcBca. In this work, 
based on previously published data, we explore the strength of the lithosphere beneath the 
Graham Land region (AntarcBc Peninsula, Fig. 1) using numerical modeling which simulates 
lithospheric deformaBon as a funcBon of geological and geophysical parameters.  
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First, we use the MIDAS algorithm (Blewiz, 2016) to process 21 GNSS Bme series spanning 1997–
2022, provided by the Nevada GeodeBc Laboratory, and we produce a robust tectonic velocity 
soluBon. Then, we calculate a new geodeBc strain rate model using the VISR code (Shen et al., 
1996; Shen et al., 2015), with an opBmal mesh grid definiBon of 0.5x0.5 degrees, that best fits our 
study area. Second, we combine our new geodeBc strain rate model with the Moho depth and 
rheological parameters (Tab. 1), such as Geothermal Heat Flow (GHF), heat producBon and 
thermal conducBvity previously published in the literature to determine the YSE beneath Graham 
Land. We performed several numerical experiments in which the GHF and the rheological 
parameters were varied to compute predicBons of the YSE. We explored the range of uncertainty 
in each parameter by a trial-and-error procedure with discrete sampling steps. Each combinaBon 
of GHF and temperature coefficient for creep rheology consBtutes an independent simulaBon. For 
each combinaBon, the model predicBons were computed with a MATLAB code; a flowchart 
illustraBng our modeled workflow is shown in Fig. 2. The results of our study demonstrate that the 
“jelly sandwich” and the “crème brûlée” models are both valid for the Graham Land lithosphere, 
depending on specific thermal and rheological condiBons considered. 
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Data availability statement 

 
The MIDAS algorithm code is available from the Nevada GeodeBc Laboratory (NGL) at the link 
hzp://geodesy.unr.edu/MIDAS_release/?C=M;O=A. Program to compute the strain rate is available 
from the Zheng-Kang Shen webpage at hzp://scec.ess.ucla.edu/~zshen/visr/. The numerical code 
implemented in MATLAB and the data underlying all figures shown in this work are available upon 
request from the corresponding author. 

http://geodesy.unr.edu/MIDAS_release/?C=M;O=A
http://scec.ess.ucla.edu/~zshen/visr/
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The coda aOenuaHon method reveals a very high aOenuaHng crust 
in the High Agri Valley (Southern Italy) 

S. Lucente(a), V. Serlenga(b), S. de Lorenzo(a), E. del Pezzo(c,d), M. Filippucci(a,c), T. 
Ninivaggi(e), T.A. Stabile(b), A. Tallarico(a,c) 

(a) Università degli Studi di Bari Aldo Moro, DiparAmento di Scienze della Terra e Geoambientali, 
Bari, Italy 
(b) CNR InsAtute of Methodologies for Environmental Analysis, IMAA, Tito Scalo, Italy 
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High Agri Valley is an intermontane basin located in the axial porBon of Southern Apennines, a fold 
and thrust chain originated starBng from the late Oligocene (Patacca & Scandone, 2007). The 
invesBgated area is characterized by a very strong seismogenic potenBal as tesBfied by the 
Mw=7.0 1857 earthquake. In the last decades, a low magnitude natural seismicity has been 
recorded by the staBons belonging to both the trigger-mode monitoring network managed by ENI 
Oil Company and the Italian NaBonal Seismic Network managed by INGV. In addiBon to the natural 
seismicity, two anthropogenic seismicity clusters are documented (Stabile et al., 2014; Improta et 
al., 2017 among the others), located NE and SW of the arBficial Pertusillo lake, respecBvely: a) 
fluid-induced microseismic swarms due to the injecBon, through the Costa Molina 2 well, of the 
wastewater produced by the exploitaBon of the Val d’Agri oilfield; b) protracted reservoir induced 
seismicity (RIS) caused by the combined effects of the water table oscillaBons of the Pertusillo lake, 
the regional tectonics and likely the poroelasBc/elasBc stress due to aquifers in the carbonate 
rocks (Picozzi et al., 2022). In order to gain insights on the azenuaBon properBes of the crust of 
this region, we selected a dataset of about 1800 events acquired from 2001 to 2015 by the two 
above menBoned seismic networks, with local magnitude (ML) ranging from 0 to 3.3. The dataset 
is composed of triaxial recordings acquired by an average number of 14 staBons. 

We esBmated the azenuaBon of S-coda waves Qc-1 from a linear regression analysis of the 
envelope of the amplitude decay curve (Sato, 1977). This parameter can give informaBon about 
the physical state of the crust (possible presence of fluids, or thermal anomalies, or ducBle rock 
volumes) and in tectonic context it is widely accepted that Qc, esBmated with the single scazering 
model at long lapse Bme, is representaBve of the intrinsic azenuaBon Qi (Mayor et al. 2016). The 
method consists in the linear fi�ng of the decreasing trend on the envelopes of S coda waves in a 
selected Bme window. Moreover, we developed a method aimed at automaBcally finding the end-
Bme (T2) of the coda envelope, avoiding the manual and subjecBve criterion of selecBon of the end 
of coda. This method was tested on a significant sample of real data before of its applicaBon to the 
enBre dataset. Only the components, for which the condiBon T1<TL<T2 was fulfilled, were 
considered for the linear regression. 
The Qc esBmates were performed by using different Bme windows for the envelope fi�ng, starBng 
from the Bme T1 to the Bme TL (the lapse Bme). In detail, we adopted, as T1, 1.0*Ts, 1.5*Ts and 
2.0*Ts (being Ts the S wave arrival Bme), and as TL 10s, 15s, 20s, 25s and 30 s from the event origin 
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Bme. To evaluate the dependence of Qc on frequency f, we filtered all the traces in bands centered 
around 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 and 16 Hz of frequency (as suggested by Bianco et al., 2002, for 
Southern Apennines).  

The obtained results show the increase of Qc  with f at all the considered TL (Fig. 1). This 
dependence could be described by the general relaBon: 

Qc(f) = Q0 f α   (1) 

where Q0 is the Qc at 1 Hz and α is the azenuaBon exponent. Our results show that in the High 
Agri Valley Q0 ranges between 8 and 57, whereas α ranges between 0.66 and 1.14, indicaBng that 
the region is tectonically and seismically acBve, as found in other adjacent areas (Filippucci et al., 
2021 and references therein). Compared with other tectonic regions worldwide, in the High Agri 
valley Qc(f) is very low at all the invesBgated frequencies (Fig. 2). This evidence could be 
interpreted as due to the fluid presence in the invesBgated crust, thus providing a further hint on 
the possible role of fluids in the seismicity of the area. A complete characterizaBon of seismic 
azenuaBon of the studied area will require further invesBgaBons, that is the separaBon of 
scazering and intrinsic contribuBons in the total azenuaBon and a 3D imaging to highlight the 
possible relaBon between spaBal azenuaBon anomalies and seismicity distribuBon in the 
invesBgated area. 

 

Fig. 1 –Qc distribuAon related to several Ame windows, starAng from  1.5*Ts and ending at 10, 15, 
20, 25 and 30 s. 
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Fig. 2 – Comparison between High Agri Valley Qc (regression performed between 1.5*Ts and a lapse 
Ame of 30 s) and the same parameter obtained for other locaAons in the world. 
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MCMTpy waveform inversion package: tesHng a 
new method for moment tensor esHmaHon 
T. Mancuso1, C. Totaro1, B. Orecchio1 
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Earthquake focal mechanism inversion is a seriously non-linear problem. It is well known that an 
accurate esBmaBon of focal mechanisms is fundamental to obtain good constraints on regional 
stress field, to assess seismic hazard, and to bezer understand tectonic processes. The procedures 
commonly used to compute focal mechanism soluBons are based on the polarity of P-wave first 
moBon which may be biased by several factors (e.g., an inadequate coverage of seismic staBons). 
Waveform inversion methods have so far demonstrated to be much more capable to furnish stable 
and reliable soluBons (PresB et al., 2013), however needing a more accurate esBmate of the 
associated errors which tend to be underesBmated using linearized techniques (Scolaro et al., 
2018). Bayesian inference is increasingly being applied to solve these non-linear problems because 
it has the advantage of quanBfying uncertainBes of parameters (Vasyura-Bathke et al., 2020). 

In this work we present the applicaBon of a new Python package MCMTpy (Yin & Wang, 2022), 
which exploits the ‘Cut-And-Paste’ waveform inversion algorithm (CAP, Zhao & Helmberger, 1994; 
Zhu & Helmberger, 1996) and Bayesian inference, using Markov Chain to implement the source 
locaBon and focal mechanism inversion in a unique workflow. The new approach can 
simultaneously invert for magnitude, focal mechanism, source locaBon, source depth and origin 
Bme also providing a way to quanBfy uncertainBes by staBsBcal inference. 

The main funcBons included in MCMTpy are source parameters inversion (i) under double-couple 
assumpBon with Markov-Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method, (ii) under double-couple 
assumpBon with a grid-search method and (iii) for the full moment tensor soluBon with MCMC 
method. 

To test the robustness and limitaBons of the new package, we applied the MCMTpy to the 2016 
Mw 6.0 Amatrice earthquake and to a smaller event (i.e., Mw 3.2) of the same sequence. We 
performed several tests by varying the starBng soluBon, number of iteraBons, network geometry, 
and the type of computaBon (e.g., MCMC, grid-search method) and we compared our results with 
moment tensor soluBons from other catalogues (e.g., Time Domain Moment Tensor). Test results 
were analysed in this study in order to evaluate reliability of moment tensor soluBons and 
esBmated uncertainBes in different inversion se�ngs. 
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The gravitaHonal signature of the dynamics of 
oceanizaHon in the Gulf of Aden 

A. M. MaroOa1, R. Barzaghi2, A. Bollino1, A. Regorda1, R. Sabadini1  

1 Department of Earth Sciences Ardito Desio, Universit`a degli Studi di Milano, Milano, Italy 
2 Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, Politecnico di Milano, Milan, Italy 

We perform a new gravity analysis in the Gulf of Aden with the aim of finding new constraints on 
the geodynamic evoluBon of the area. Our analysis is developed within the frame of the recent 
GO_CONS_GCF_2_TIM_R6 global gravity model soluBon (Brockmann et al., 2021) that reflects the 
Earth’s staBc gravity field as observed by GOCE (Gravity field and steady-state Ocean CirculaBon 
Explorer). We analyzed the soluBon at different harmonic degrees, to account for different depths 
and dimensions of the sources. Terrain correcBon has been performed by means of a spherical 
tesseroidal methodology (Maroza and Barzaghi, 2017) and the obtained corrected GeodeAc 
Residual GravitaAon has been compared to the Model Residual GravitaAon predicted by means of 
a 2D visco-plasBc finite element thermo-mechanic model that simulates the dynamics of the Gulf 
of Aden, from riGing to oceanizaBon. In order to perform the comparison between observed and 
predicted gravitaBonal features, data have been extracted along five profiles crossing the Gulf of 
Aden at different sectors, from the south-east to the north west. Via the Model Residual 
GravitaAon we reproduce its geodeBc counterpart, obtaining a characterisBc hat-shaped pazern, 
with a central plateau portraying the highest values, flanked by two regions where the residual 
gravitaBon diminishes, finally reaching the lowest values at the far conBnental domains. The 
maximum variaBons of the residual gravitaBon values, from ridge to conBnental domain, range 
between 280 and 420 mGal and the steepest decrease occurs over distances of 200 km for the 
thick crust model and of 100–150 km for the thin crust model. Finally, the comparison between 
GeodeAc and Model Residual GravitaAon allows to further constrain the dynamics of the Gulf of 
Aden oceanizaBon occurring by a slow passive riG of a hot 150 km thick lithosphere characterized 
by an iniBal 40 km thick crust. 
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Physical models for the Solid Earth and 
integraHon between modeling and data of 
different nature 
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In recent decades, phenomenological methods known as RecogniBon of Earthquake-Prone Areas 

(REPA) were set up for idenBfying potenBal sites of powerful earthquakes. The informaBon on 

potenBal earthquake sources provided by the REPA method is an essenBal part of the seismic 

hazard assessment methodology. For the first Bme, we combined global-scale informaBon on the 

geographic occurrence of geofluids with global-scale informaBon on earthquake occurrence, heat 

flow distribuBon, and S-wave dispersion, to gain insight into the evoluBon of local stress-strain 

fields. We focused on areas characterized by the occurrence of thermal waters and/or by the 

release of deep-seated gases, as traced by the isotope composiBon of associated helium. We 

noBced that the geographical distribuBon of these geofluids might serve as an indirect indicator 

of crustal permeability anomalies generated by crustal deformaBon procedures. This study 

proposes adding geofluids to the list of fundamental geological parameters to be considered in 

hazard assessment research. 
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Joint inversion of gravity and magneHc data of 
the Cornubian Batholith (South-West UK) 

G. Maurizio1, C. Braitenberg1  
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The Inversion of the gravity and magneBc potenBal fields is a useful method to detect and idenBfy 
a concealed crustal body. Depending on its physical properBes and geometry, the posiBve or 
negaBve anomalies in the gravity and magneBc fields are detectable with appropriate 
instrumentaBon. The grav-mag method is a powerful tool in mineral exploraBon, used in first 
instance due to the natural 2D coverage of the data acquisiBon. The combinaBon of magneBc and 
gravity datasets guarantees reliability to the inversion results and increases the probability that the 
detected bodies are realisBc geological elements, resolving the ambiguity problem of the single 
field inversion result (Sampietro et al., 2022; Maurizio et al., 2023). 

The Cornubian Batholith is a large early Permian graniBc body in the south-west peninsula in Great 
Britain and is the post-collisional result of the Variscan orogeny. It is placed on the peninsula 
extending in west-southwest direcBon off-shore and is composed by six main plutons outcropping 
and cu�ng the upper Paleozoic coverage (Willis-Richards and Jackson, 1989). The five on-land 
plutons have been individually studied and it has been observed that each one has a disBncBve 
mineralogy (Simons et al. 2016). The Cornubian Batholith has an important mining history, since 
from Prehistoric period. The ore fields were imposed in three disBnct stages referred to as pre-, 
syn-, and post-batholith stages, in relaBon to the emplacement of the Cornubian Batholith (Willis-
Richards and Jackson, 1989). Most of the mineralizaBon took part simultaneously with the 
formaBon of the batholith, while remaining mineralizaBon occurred with the thermal and tectonic 
evoluBon of the region (Willis-Richards and Jackson, 1989). AcBve mines are sBll present and are 
operaBve. The main acBvity in the area involves kaolin extracBon, but several studies have shown 
its potenBal for Tin, Lithium and Tungsten producBon (Romer and Kroner, 2016; Simons et al., 
2017), and for the exploitaBon of geothermal energy (Beamish and Busby, 2016; Reinecker et al., 
2021). 

To perform the inversion, we use the jif3d framework (Moorkamp et al., 2011) which is a jupyter 
collecBon of scripts for joint inversion of different datasets, in this case gravity and magneBc field 
measurements. Inversion was performed considering variaBon of informaBon (Moorkamp, 2022): 
this means that the algorithm searches a one-to-one relaBon between the invesBgated properBes. 
The inversion minimizes the misfit between observed and calculated fields and reduces the 
variaBon of informaBon. At the end we obtain a model with density and suscepBbility values that 
fit the observaBons and show correspondence between the two properBes.  
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We propose the first results about our new model of the Cornubian Batholith, evidencing not only 
the edges of the body, but also the density and suscepBbility distribuBon along the peninsula. The 
Cornubian ore field is a perfect area for studying granite-related hydrothermal mineralizaBon, and 
a bezer appreciaBon of the physical properBes distribuBon may allow it to be used as a perfect 
case study in the analysis of areas with similar geologic history, also considering its future 
importance regarding the mining industry and the green material transiBon. 
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Alps from P and S receiver functions 
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(2) InsAtute of Physics of the Earth, Moscow. Russia 

In spite of numerous acBve and passive seismological invesBgaBons on the Alpine orogen, many of 
the published observaBons focus on the Moho or the deeper part of the mantle, while reliable 
informaBon on the LAB below the Alps is scarce.  

We invesBgated the Moho and Lithosphere-Asthenosphere Boundary (LAB) for a broad region 
encompassing the Western Alps and including the Ivrea Geophysical Body (IGB), a fragment of 
mantle emplaced in the lower conBnental crust. AGer calculaBng a set of Receiver FuncBon (RF) 
measurements from data recorded by the dense, broadband AlpArray Seismic Network, we 
produced seismic velocity profiles of the crust-uppermost mantle below each of the 50 analyzed 
staBons down to about 250 km depth, through the joint inversion of P and S RFs.  Lateral variaBons 
of the Moho and LAB topographies across the colliding plates, are constrained together with errors 
related to our measurements.  

We considerably expand the published data of the Moho depth and add a unique set of new 
measurements of the LAB (Monna et al., 2022) and provide a contribuBon to the debate on the 
existence of conBnuous or interrupted conBnental subducBon below the Western Alps. In fact, we 
find a comparable thickness (on average 90–100 km) of the Eurasia and Adria lithosphere, which 
are colliding below the IGB. Summarizing, Eurasia is not presently subducBng below Adria with 
verBcal conBnuity and there is a gap between the superficial (conBnental) European lithosphere 
and the deep (oceanic) lithosphere. These observaBons agree with the disconBnuous structure of 
the Eurasia lithosphere imaged by some seismic tomography models (Fig. 1). 
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Figure 1- Moho (red symbols) and Lithosphere-Asthenosphere Boundary (LAB) (green symbols) depth for a profile 
shown in the inset. From Monna et al., 2022. 
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We invesBgate the upper mantle disconBnuiBes below the Tyrrhenian and Ionian basins by 

applying the P and S receiver funcBon techniques to waveforms from broadband staBons of the 

RSN network (Italy), located in Sicily, UsBca Island and Sardinia. These basins, with disBnct 

characterisBcs in terms of age, origins, and crust-mantle structure, form part of the Central 

Mediterranean convecBve system. They are situated in different geological se�ngs—the back-arc 

for the Tyrrhenian basin and the fore-arc for the Ionian basin—relaBve to the Calabrian slab. We 

model the 1D velocity structure below each staBon down to 250 km depth by joint inversion of P 

and S receiver funcBons through the Generalized Simulated Annealing method (Tsallis, 1988; Tsallis 

& Stariolo, 1996). Land-based observaBons are complemented with the analysis of data recorded 

by a broadband seismometer hosted on the NEMO-SN1 permanent observatory at 2100 m b.s.l 

(Western Ionian Regional Facility of EMSO ERIC, www.emso.eu).  We show preliminary results for 

the Moho and Lithosphere-Asthenosphere-Boundary depth in the Ionian basin and integrate them 

with observaBons for the Tyrrhenian basin from our previous work (Monna et al., 2019). 

We detect the mantle transiBon zone (MTZ) disconBnuiBes (the ‘410’ and ‘660’) below the basins 

based on the receiver funcBons stacks and speculate on the origin of the observed MTZ thickness 

variaBons. 
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IntroducHon 

We have found a previously unreported later seismic phase in seismograms of European seismic 
staBons from intermediate-depth and deep earthquakes of the Southern Tyrrhenian subducBon 
system. We noBced the later phase on seismograms of a deep earthquake occurred in the 
Southern Tyrrhenian subducBon region. The seismic phase, that we called the x-phase, appears 
few seconds aGer the direct P-wave, at staBons located some hundreds of km away from the 
epicentre towards north (Fig. 1). 
The interest in studying a later phase, detected aGer first arrivals, and observed in subducBon 
zones, is moBvated by the possibility to obtain indicaBons on the slab properBes (geometry, 
velocity anomalies, and petrology), because of their interacBon with the subducBng lithosphere. 
These later phases could be, for example, waves converted at the upper slab interface from the 
direct waves (e.g., Zhao et al., 1997) exploited to locate the upper boundary of the subducBng 
plate. Later phases are also the depth phases, exploited to constrain hypocentral depths (e.g., 
Zhao, 2019). High frequency guided waves have been also interpreted as scazered seismic waves 
by heterogeneity in plate structure and enhanced by the presence of a metastable olivine wedge 
(Furumura et al., 2016). 
As the x-phase is very likely linked to the subducBon system, this research verifies the nature and 
the origin of the wave and gets new insights on the slab features. 

Data and methods 

To verify the robustness of the finding, we made a systemaBc analysis of the largest intermediate 
depth and deep earthquakes of the Southern Tyrrhenian subducBon system, by selecBng the 43 
earthquakes occurred from 1990 to 2020 with magnitude ML ≥ 4.5 from the INGV Italian 
Seismological Instrumental and Parametric Database (hzp://cnt.rm.ingv.it/iside). The depth range 
is between 100 km and 644 km. The selected seismic staBons are from 10° (central Africa) up to 
71° North (Cape North in Norway) in laBtude and between 10° (Portugal) West and 50° East (Mar 
Caspio) in longitude. We extracted and analysed about 25,000 digital waveforms from the  
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Fig. 1 – ObservaBon of the later seismic phase. a) StaBons which recorded the x-phase (green triangles). Seismograms 
of staBons in black do not show the later arrival. SecBon trace AB of the Fig. 3, passing from the 2011 earthquake (n. 
37). The red lines delineate the old (30 Ma) and the present subducBon signature. The two thin black lines delineate 
the azimuths -60° and 30° starBng from the epicentre. b) Time-distance verBcal seismograms of the 2011 event 
aligned with P arrival Bme at 20 s. The red line marks the later phase arrivals. 

European Integrated Data Archive, 2023 (EIDA, hzp://eida.ingv.it/) and from Incorporated 
Research InsBtuBons for Seismology Data Management Centre, 2023 (IRIS DMC, hzps://
service.iris.edu/). 
We examined the seismological features of the wave to establish its nature by visual inspecBon of 
the waveforms and record secBons. Later phases observed in a subducBon context have 
characterisBc features that allow to discern between the different type of waves interacBng with 
the subducBng lithosphere. We, therefore, compared the x-phase with seismic waves observed in 
subducBon systems. 
We finally reproduced its travel Bmes and ray paths in a 2D velocity model with Seis83 soGware 
(Červený and Pšenčík, 1984) that makes use of ray-tracing technique (Červený et al., 1977). We 
used IASP91 velocity model (Kennez and Engdahl, 1991) to represent the velocity structure 
outside the slab. The slab boundaries were constrained by seismicity distribuBon of the Southern 
Tyrrhenian Sea, projected in the verBcal secBon with trace AB in Figure 1a. According to 
tomographic studies (e.g., Amato et al., 1993; Scar� et al., 2018), the subducBng lithosphere is 
characterised by posiBve velocity anomalies. We increased the velocity inside the slab in different 
runs by a percentage between 1.5% and 5% to the IASP91 velocity values. 

Results 

http://eida.ingv.it/
https://service.iris.edu/
https://service.iris.edu/
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The x-phase is prominent and easy to recognise. It oGen appears in the verBcal and radial 
component as an impulsive arrival with a higher amplitude and frequency content than the first P-
arrival. The x-phase shows a typical P-wave parBcle moBon, and has an incidence angle always 
greater than the direct P. The travel Bme differences between the direct P wave and the x-phase 
decrease with increasing distances and with increasing depths of the earthquakes. The later phase 
has higher apparent velociBes than P direct wave (about 11 km/s). These characterisBcs indicate 
that the x-phase is a compressional P-wave which leaves the source, travels downward, and 
interacts with an interface deeper than the hypocentre, in a less azenuaBng medium than the 
direct P-wave. 
We observe this phase at staBons from 6° to 9° from the epicentre, towards north (Fig. 2). Only 
seismograms of earthquakes located in a well-defined region of the slab, in the depth range of 
215–320 km and below the eastern side of the Aeolian Arc, show the later x-phase (case 1 in Fig. 
2). At greater distances, from 11° onwards, we found another arrival aGer the direct P-wave that is 
well reproduced by the 410 km disconBnuity (P410P in the Fig. 2b, case 1 and 2). It is detected on 
earthquakes in the depth range of 200-400 km. Earthquakes deeper than 400 km, do not show 
neither of the two phases (case 3 in Fig. 2b). 
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Fig. 2 – a) Map distribuBon of the earthquakes that show the later seismic phase (green dots), that do not show the x-
phase (red dots) and those earthquakes where the presence of the x-phase is unclear (blue dots). Examples of record 
secBons of the three cases we discuss in the text. The “N.” in the Btle corresponds to number id in the map (N. 40, 38, 
41). In the record secBon, each verBcal waveform is normalised by its absolute maximum of amplitude, excluding S-
waves from the plot and aligned by first arrival P, at 20 s. Waveforms are sorted by epicentral distances, shown on the 
verBcal axis. 

Arrival Bmes indicate that the x-phase is not a depth phase, which shows an increasing difference 
of arrival Bme with the P-onset at increasing epicentral distances (Murphy and Barker, 2006). The 
x-phase is not even a SP-wave which is analysed by Zhao et al. (1997) for the Japan slab. It has an 
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apparent velocity almost equal or slightly smaller than the direct P-wave and the arrival Bme 
difference with the direct P-wave is constant. None of the main later phases associated to a 
subducBon system and described in literature seems to be compaBble with the seismological 
features found for the x-phase. The x-phase is a P-wave that propagates downward into the 
deepest porBon of the subducted lithosphere below the Southern Tyrrhenian Sea. 
The seismological constraints derived from the observaBons made in this work, allow us to design 
a simple 2D modelling by means of fi�ng the arrival Bmes. 
The arrivals of the direct P-wave are well fized by a subducBng lithosphere with an average 
increment of 1.5% of IASP91 velocity model, whereas the x-phase requires much faster velociBes, 
at least 3% higher than IASP91 (Fig. 3a). Hence, we introduced a high velocity layer, HVL, in the 
region where we observe the hypocentre of the earthquakes with the later phase with an average 
increase of the velocity up to 3% with respect to IASP91. Following Pino and Helmberger (1997), 
the 410-km disconBnuity is raised up to a depth of 370 km, as generally observed in subducBon 
zones (Collier et al., 2001). The model can fit the arrival Bmes of the x-phase for all the deep 
earthquakes below the Aeolian Island we have modelled (Fig. 3b-c). According to the final model, 
the x-phase is interpreted as a compressional wave that propagates downward in a “High Velocity 
Layer” (HVL) located in the subducted lithosphere and reflected from a shallower 410 km-
disconBnuity, located at 370 km of depth. 

Discussion and conclusion 

The 2D modelling states that a combinaBon of velocity structure and geometric characterisBcs can 
reproduce rather well the x-phase observaBons and its travel Bmes.  
A 2D approach and a kinemaBc determinaBon, however, is a first approximaBon to a more complex 
three-dimensional problem which need to be accompanied with a dynamic calculaBon in future 
research. 
A HVL, as the one we have introduced in this work, has not been previously described from a 
seismological point of view. The tomographic images available for the Tyrrhenian subducBon zone 
do not show such a HVL. However, the thickness of the HVL could be too narrow to be detected by 
the course grid used to model the mantle at those depths. The fact that we see the later P-arrival 
only in the Southern Tyrrhenian SubducBon Zone, is probably due to the peculiar combinaBon of 
the velocity structure, geometric condiBons, and the staBon distribuBon in front of the slab. 
Compressional velociBes in the HVL between 250 and 370 km depth are from 8.9 to 9.15 km/s.  
A simple explanaBon for the high velocity values of the HVL at those depths come from recent 
laboratory experiments on mineral transformaBons conducted at upper mantle condiBons. The 
rocks that consBtute the subducBng lithosphere are locally hydrated with water incorporated into 
OH-bearing minerals (e.g., Hacker et al., 2003). One of the meta-stable minerals which compose 
the upper-mantle deep slabs is the dense magnesium hydrated silicate phase A. This mineral is 
considered the main responsible of the water transport into the deep Earth. Recent ultrasonic 
measurements of compressional waves on phase A in a cold subducBon show an increase of P-
velociBes to the level introduced in the HVL model and at depths greater than 200 km (Cai et al., 
2021). These depths are consistent with the range where we model the HVL in the Tyrrhenian 
subducBon. Therefore, we interpret the HVL as related to the presence of the phase A, as inferred 
from laboratory experiments in cold subducBon zones (van Keken et al., 2011; Cai et al., 2021), as 
the Tyrrhenian subducBon seems to be. This is the first direct seismological observaBon of the 
phase A in the subducBon process. 
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Fig. 3 (a) 2D velocity model, secBon trace AB in Fig. 1a (n.b. the secBon orientaBon is SE-NW to have increasing 
distances rightwards). The black triangle is the 2011 earthquake (N. 37) with x-phase; (b) Calculated ray paths for the 
earthquake N. 37; (c) calculated travel Bme curves on the observed record secBon of earthquake N. 37. The blue line 
shows the calculated direct P wave arrivals, and the red line is for the x-phase; (d) Sketch of the possible petrology and 
thickness of the HVL. 
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From May 2014 to May 2023, we conducted a seismic monitoring project of the broadband staBon 
(IO.EVN), installed at the EvK2 Pyramid Laboratory/Observatory (PezenaB et al. 2014). The IO.EVN 
staBon, operated by OGS in the Everest region (Nepal) at an alBtude of 5000 m above sea level. We 
applied the matched-filter method (Gibbons & Ringdal 2006; Vuan et al., 2018) to detect and 
locate seismic events within a 30 km radius from the staBon, using a catalogue of ~ 450 templates 
that we selected by a recursive STA/LTA trigger method based on a bandpass filter from 1 to 30 Hz 
and the coincidence of three channels. Single-staBon template matching is evaluated and 
improved by coupling the mutual informaBon score and the cross-correlaBon values. We are 
currently analysing a rich catalogue of more than ~40000 events to disBnguish between 
earthquakes, icequakes and rockfalls, and to idenBfy any noise sources or arBfacts related to the 
staBon operaBon or the surrounding environment. 
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External dynamic processes related to extreme solar acBvity events can cause temporary 
disturbances of the Earth's magneBc field. 

These geomagneBc disturbances induce geoelectric fields in the subsurface that generate low- 
frequency geomagneBcally induced electric currents (GICs), which, flowing in metallic electrically 
conducBve structures, can cause them to be damaged or malfuncBon. 

Considering the sudden growth of the Sun's magneBc acBvity, which in the current solar cycle will 
peak in the year 2024, and the increasing dependence on electrical power and communicaBon 
systems in our daily lives, many countries around the world are developing naBonal strategies and 
risk assessment procedures for miBgaBng the risks associated with Space Weather events (A. 
Kelbert, 2020). 

From the need to bezer understand the risk associated with the occurrence of GICs, the INGV 
research project called "MARGE", geoelectromagneBc risk mapping, was born. It aims to develop 
geoelectric field maps for real-Bme monitoring of ground effects related to Space Weather events 
as well as to define a 3D model of electrical resisBvity at the regional scale of the middle crust and 
upper mantle of central Italy, so as to improve knowledge about the physical characterisBcs of the 
crust and mantle in the area under invesBgaBon. 

This model will also be used for more accurate predicBon of GICs. 

This note will show the results of the analysis of simultaneous variable magneBc field recordings 
recorded in Central Italy observatories and electromagneBc field with broadband magnetotelluric 
staBons at a distance of a few hundred km with a threefold purpose:  
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1. to esBmate the transfer funcBon for the magnetotelluric site for periods characterized by 
low Dst; 

2. compare the electric field measured at periods with high Dst and compare it with that 
predicted by the magneBc field of the magneBc observatory in the same periods; 

3. compare the transfer funcBon at the site during periods of low Dst with that of high Dst. 
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The importance of historical seismic data legacy has amplified within the scienBfic community due 
to its potenBal synergy with modern analysis techniques. Seismograms from the analog recording 
era cover more than a century of seismic acBvity, providing significant contribuBons especially in 
studying regions affected by major historical seismic events and minor acBvity in recent decades. 
We collected and digiBzed analog seismograms to invesBgate the 11 May 1947 earthquake that is, 
according to the CPTI15 catalog (Rovida et al., 2022), the largest seismic event (proxy Mw 5.7) 
instrumentally recorded in the Squillace Basin, at the Ionian offshore of central Calabria. This 
sector is a high seismic risk area framed in the complex geodynamic se�ng leaded by the NW-
trending Nubia-Eurasia convergence and the southeastward Ionian slab rollback. Moreover, the 
presence of the lateral edge of the Ionian slab has been suggested and an intense debate is sBll 
open concerning the possible existence and the proper locaBon of a SubducBon-Transform Edge 
Propagator (STEP) fault zone. 
Through a Bme-domain waveform inversion algorithm specifically developed for waveform 
inversion of analog seismograms (SBch et al., 2005) we computed the first moment tensor soluBon 
for the 1947 earthquake. StaBon bulleBns and original seismograms recorded by medium-to-long-
period seismographs have been collected, digiBzed and properly corrected for geometrical 
distorBons. The moment tensor soluBon obtained for the 1947 earthquake indicates a strike-slip 
mechanism, focal depth of 28 km and Mw 5.1, that represents the first moment magnitude 
esBmate directly computed from waveform analysis. The result has been accurately checked by 
performing several inversion tests and interpreted in the frame of the regional seismotectonic 
scenario (Orecchio et al., 2021 and references therein), where the obtained leG-lateral kinemaBcs 
on about WNW-ESE oriented fault are compaBble with a STEP fault acBvity in the Squillace Basin 
area. 
Our study demonstrates the invaluable and irreplaceable role of informaBon derived from pre-
digital seismograms in providing new constraints for local and regional seismotectonic modeling in 
high seismic risk regions like the Calabrian Arc. Furthermore, the presented analysis is also useful 
for sharing within the scienBfic community some methodological challenges linked to the 
management of historical seismograms. 
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StarBng from September 2021, Vulcano Island has been affected by an unrest episode, 

characterised by the increase in gas emission, seismic acBvity, and edifice inflaBon (Aiuppa et al., 

2022; Federico et al., 2023). The conBnuous and stable radial expansion of the volcano edifice 

conBnuing unBl mid-October 2021, that affected the GPS staBons closer to the summit crater, 

suggested a deformaBon source located below La Fossa crater. The temporal evoluBon of the 

deformaBon pazern is indicaBve of a spaBally staBonary source. The deformaBon pazern and 

the lack of shallow VT seismicity ruled out a possible involvement of shallow magmaBc intrusion. 

Therefore, it is likely that the observed displacements have been generated by the thermo-poro-

elasBc response of the rocks to the increase of hot fluid flow at shallow depth originaBng from 

the degassing of a deeper magma source.   

With this in mind, we review and develop (semi-)analyBcal formulaBons to calculate the ground 

deformaBon induced by homogeneous distribuBons of pore-pressure and/or temperature 

changes within thermo-poro-elasBc sources with simple geometries, embedded in an elasBc, 

isotropic and homogeneous half-space. We invesBgate two models: spherical (Davies, 2003; 

Rinaldi et al., 2011) and cylindrical. 

For homogeneous and isotropic distribuBons of rock elasBc parameters and irrotaBonal 

displacement fields, the deformaBons related to hydrothermal acBvity are given by the gradient 

of a potenBal that obeys a Poisson equaBon, establishing a mathemaBcal analogy between 

displacement and gravitaBonal problems in an infinite space (Wang, 2000). The semi-analyBc 

formulaBon for the cylindrical source is derived as a funcBon of this analogy starBng from the 

soluBon to calculate the gravity changes due to homogeneous distribuBons of the density 

variaBons (Hemmings et al., 2016).  
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AGer checking the correctness of the developed thermo-poro-elasBc displacement formulaBons 

through a comparison with the finite-element soluBons (COMSOL, 2012), we verify whether the 

amplitude and extent of the deformaBon recorded on Vulcano Island from September to mid-

October 2021 are consistent with a thermo-poro-elasBc response of the rock, applying both 

models (sphere and cylinder) in the inversion of the GPS daily monitoring data. The inversion 

results have suggested a deformaBon source located below La Fossa crater at a depth of 

approximately 800 m from the ground surface undergoing a volume change of approximately 

105 m3(SBssi et al., 2023). The modeling results support the hypothesis that the observed 

deformaBon on the Island are induced by the circulaBon of fluids (Figure 1), fed by the degassing 

of a deeper magmaBc system (Aiuppa et al., 2022; Federico et al., 2023) without necessarily 

invoking the migraBon of magma to shallow levels. We assume that a growing magmaBc fluid 

input can explain both the source inflaBon and the simultaneous increase in gas emission from 

September to mid-October 2021. In parBcular, both, the fast deformaBon rate and the gas 

discharge, support the hypothesis that the inflaBon was engendered by the disequilibrium 

between the magmaBc fluids entering the hydrothermal system and the hydrothermal-magmaBc 

fluids released at the surface. Therefore, at the onset of the 2021 unrest, hot magmaBc fluids 

raised from the deeper magmaBc system, have reached the hydrothermal system at a shallower 

depth where they have generated a local overpressure, which produced the symmetric inflaBon 

pazern centred in the La Fossa crater. The stop in the increase in deformaBon starBng from mid-

October, and the conBnued gas emission at a level above the background, can be interpreted as a 

change in the response of the porous medium. Indeed, the interacBon between rocks and fluid 

could have altered the permeability, the increase of which has favoured the fluid release and has 

hindered a further increase in pore-pressure.  

Based on the observaBons and the obtained results, we can state that, despite the introduced 

simplificaBons, the derived thermo-poro-elasBc soluBons can provide a first-order approximaBon 

of ground displacements and source parameters. Therefore, they represent an excellent method 

for a first interpretaBon of geodeBc data during unrest periods and for a bezer understanding of 

the evoluBon of the hydrothermal systems, contribuBng to the hazard assessment during 

volcanic crises. 
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Figure 1:  Comparison between observed and opBmum computed deformaBon for the cylindrical source. (A)  
and  components of the radial deformaBon in each monitoring staBon; the red circle indicates the posiBon of the 
source. (B) Radial deformaBon as a funcBon of the radial distance  of the staBons from the deformaBon source 
centre. (C) VerBcal deformaBon  as a funcBon of the radial distance  of the staBons from the source centre. 
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For decades, seismic tomography techniques have imaged the Italian peninsula (Di Stefano and 
Ciaccio, 2014; GualBeri et al., 2014; Scafidi et al., 2009; Zhao et al., 2016). Both large-scale and 
very local models have been produced, especially for the Northern and the Southern Apennines. 
Despite its seismotectonic interest, no seismic crustal image of the Central-Southern Apennines 
transiBon zone is currently available, primarily due to its low rates of seismic acBvity (Bagh et al., 
2007; Frepoli et al., 2017; Romano et al., 2013; Trionfera et al., 2019). 

Nowadays, the improvements in seismic detecBon infrastructures’ sensibility and coverage allow 
the enrichment of seismic databases and the possibility of reliable geophysical imaging in these 
poor condiBons. We applied the MuRAT package (De Siena et al., 2014; De Siena et al., 2014; Reiss 
et al., 2022) to perform 3D azenuaBon and scazering tomography, using seismic amplitudes from 
earthquake recordings to measure and model the total and scazering energy lost by P- and S-
waves while propagaBng through space. The technique has been applied to volcanic contexts and 
tectonic frameworks showing high sensiBvity to fluid-driven processes and strain accumulaBon 
(Amoroso et al., 2017; Di MarBno et al., 2022; King et al., 2023, 2022; Sketsiou et al., 2021; Tisato 
and Quintal, 2014). Fracture networks and their potenBal fluid storage are thus ideal targets for 
these tomographic studies. By analyzing the peak delay of seismic envelopes and the coda-
normalized energy loss, we interpreted the novel 3D models as images of the principal tectonic 
structures and fluid pathways. 
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The most relevant feature in the area is a high azenuaBon and scazering anomalies corresponding 
to almost the enBre Apenninic Chain and related to its East- and West-dipping extensional 
Quaternary tectonic alignments. The fracture zones associated with the principal faults represent 
preferenBal ways for the circulaBon of CO2-bearing fluids. A deep, wide, high-azenuaBon and high-
scazering anomaly below the Matese extensional system appears the likely source of fluids 
feeding springs at its surface, while a smaller anomaly, at about 7 km depths, can be located in the 
proximity of the L’Aquila 2009 seismogenic area. The two azenuaBve areas are divided by a low 
azenuaBon and scazering volume acBng as barriers for fluids and earthquake propagaBon. This 
detects a locked seismic zone with low seismic energy release corresponding to the Fucino and 
Morrone-Porrara fault systems and represenBng an area of stress accumulaBon and significant 
seismic hazard.  

Amoroso, O., Russo, G., De Landro, G., Zollo, A., Garambois, S., Mazzoli, S., Parente, M., Virieux, J., 
2017. From velocity and azenuaBon tomography to rock physical modeling: Inferences on fluid-
driven earthquake processes at the Irpinia fault system in southern Italy: From Seismic 
Tomography to Rock Modeling. Geophys. Res. Lez. 44, 6752–6760. hzps://doi.org/
10.1002/2016GL072346 
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Twenty years of geodeHc monitoring in NE-Italy 

L. Tunini1, A. Magrin1, D. Zuliani1, G. Rossi1 
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North-Eastern Italy is part of the diffused tectonic boundary that accommodates the present-day 
convergence between the Adria microplate and the Eurasia plate. It is a region characterized by 
low deformaBon rates and moderate seismicity. It greatly benefits from conBnuous and high-
precision geodeBc monitoring, since it has been equipped with a permanent GNSS network 
providing real-Bme data and daily observaBons over two decades. This network, called Friuli 
Regional DeformaBon Network FReDNet (hzps://frednet.crs.ogs.it), has been established by the 
NaBonal InsBtute of Oceanography and Applied Geophysics - OGS with the aim of monitoring the 
distribuBon of crustal deformaBon and providing supplementary informaBon for the regional 
earthquake hazard assessment (Zuliani et al., 2018). From the first staBons installed in 2002, 
FReDNet has been conBnuously growing unBl counBng, nowadays, 22 permanent GNSS staBons 
covering homogeneously the eastern Alps, the alluvial plain, and the coastal areas of NE-Italy. Most 
of the Bme series are longer than 15 years.  

Data from FReDNet are collected, quality-checked, transformed into RINEX-formazed files, and 
then released under a CreaBve Common license (CC BY-SA) along with their metadata, through a 
public Gp repository (FReDNet DC 2016), accessible at the link hzps://frednet.crs.ogs.it/DOI/.  

We processed daily GNSS data from FReDNet and from other permanent networks, using 
the GAMIT/GLOBK soGware package version 10.71 (Herring et al., 2018). Data processing was 
performed on the HPC cluster GALILEO100 of CINECA, which uses the SLURM system for job 
scheduling and workload management (Tunini et al., 2023). 

Here, we present the processing results focused on the NE-Italy, in terms of Bme-series and 
velocity field, and we illustrate the different aspects considered to test the reliability of the 
adopted processing procedure and of the obtained results, such as considering or avoiding Bdal or 
non-Bdal loadings or changing the reference staBons, the influence of the type of GNSS 
monuments, or the locaBon of the geodeBc antenna (on a roof or in the free-field). 

This research was supported by OGS and CINECA under the HPC-TRES program. In addiBon, we 
acknowledge the CINECA award under the ISCRA iniBaBve, for the availability of high-performance 
compuBng resources and support (IscraC IsC83_GPSIT-2). 
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The Cascadia subducBon system is an ideal locaBon to invesBgate the nature of mantle flow and 
associated driving forces at a convergent margin owing to the dense network of on- and off-shore 
seismic instrumentaBon. While numerous shear wave spli�ng and tomography studies have been 
performed with these data, they have produced conflicBng views of mantle dynamics collecBvely 
referred to as the Cascadia Paradox. On the overriding plate, spli�ng observaBons are consistent 
with large-scale 3D toroidal flow while off-shore spli�ng pazerns are more easily explained by 2D 
plate-driven flow. Either geometry is difficult to reconcile with seismic tomographic models that 
image a fragmented Juan de Fuca slab descending beneath the Western USA. However, these 
observaBons offer only an incomplete image of Cascadia mantle structure. Shear wave spli�ng 
provides a depth integrated view of anisotropic fabrics making inferences regarding the 3D nature 
of mantle deformaBon difficult. Prior high-resoluBon body wave tomography typically neglects 
anisotropic effects which can in turn yield significant isotropic imaging artefacts that complicate 
model interpretaBon. To overcome these limitaBons, we invert P-wave delay Bmes for a 3D 
hexagonally anisotropic model with arbitrarily oriented symmetry axes using the reversible jump 
Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithm. This stochasBc imaging approach is parBcularly well-suited 
to the highly non-linear and under-determined nature of the anisotropic seismic tomography 
problem. The resulBng ensemble of soluBons allows us to rigorously assess model parameter 
uncertainBes and trade-off between isotropic and anisotropic heterogeneity. We invesBgate 
whether the fragmented nature of the subducted Juan de Fuca slab is a well-resolved feature and 
to what extent its geometry trades off with anisotropic parameters. In light of our new 3D 
anisotropic model, we re-evaluate the Cascadia Paradox and azempt to reconcile disparate views 
of Western USA mantle dynamics. 

Corresponding author:    brandonpaul.vanderbeek@unipd.it 
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	Fig. 1 – Observation of the later seismic phase. a) Stations which recorded the x-phase (green triangles). Seismograms of stations in black do not show the later arrival. Section trace AB of the Fig. 3, passing from the 2011 earthquake (n. 37). The red lines delineate the old (30 Ma) and the present subduction signature. The two thin black lines delineate the azimuths -60° and 30° starting from the epicentre. b) Time-distance vertical seismograms of the 2011 event aligned with P arrival time at 20 s. The red line marks the later phase arrivals.
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